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Language interaction design
• Explore the connection between language and IDE 
• Lorentz Workshop in 2013 
• Hypothesis: IDE and language can/should not be 
separated. 
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Source code on 
steroids: 
???
Hyperbole of the day
Source code all the things!
Background






We don’t need no stinking GUI
• Rascal language workbench 
• “Dealers of syntax”
table grades =  
  #  A   / B    / C               / D           
  1: Lab | Exam | Avg             | Grade       
  2: 7   | 4    | = (A2 + B2) / 2 | = round(C2) 
  3: 3   | 6    | = (A3 + B3) / 2 | = round(C3) 
  4: 9   | 10   | = (A4 + B4) / 2 | = round(C4).
Celldown
table grades = #  A / B   / C    / D               / E           
               1:   | Lab | Exam | Avg             | Grade       
               2:   | 7   | 7    | = (B2 + B3) / 2 | = round(D2) 
               3:   | 3   | 7    | = (B3 + C3) / 2 | = round(D3) 
               4:   | 9   | 10   | = (B4 + C4) / 2 | = round(D4). 
  
view grades = #  A / B   / C    / D   / E     
              1:   | Lab | Exam | Avg | Grade 
              2:   | 7   | 7    | 5.  | 5.    
              3:   | 3   | 7    | 5.  | 5.    
              4:   | 9   | 10   | 9.5 | 10.. 
test grades E2 * 2 == B2 + C2 expected 14., got 10. 
repl for grades 
> A2 + B2. 
=> 7.0 
>B2 + B2. 
=> 7.0 
> 
Demo
Source code?
• Views: tests, examples, stacks, explanations 
• Editing gestures: copy-paste, structure editing 
• Transformations: refactoring, inlining, expansion 
• Commands: break points, watches, probes 
• …
We can do much more with 
source code than just write 
and document our programs
“Syntax all the way down”
/ht Roly Perera
Or, perhaps more accurately: 
Syntax all the way up
Source code all the things!
